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Abstract
A simple and computationally ecient adaptive ®nite element analysis strategy has been adopted for accurate and
reliable evaluation of contact force under low velocity impact. Contact of a spherical and cylindrical impactor on
isotopic plates is considered. Adaptive mesh re®nement enables the ®nite element mesh to be obtained automatically
and the re®ned meshes in¯uence the calculated contact force. Velocity and mass of impactor has some in¯uence on
discretization error as the discretization error changes with the change of these parameters. # 1998 Elsevier
Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
Keywords: Finite element analysis; Contact force; Low velocity impact

1. Introduction
Adaptive ®nite element analysis is a subject of great
importance if con®dence in results of engineering application is needed. Without assessment of the reliability of the results it is hardly reasonable to use
numerical methods like the ®nite element method in
contact impact problems of plate and many other sensitive areas. Designing of an appropriate ®nite element
mesh for contact impact problems is not an easy task
and it could be very erroneous if made on the basis of
intuition alone. Hence, a mesh obtained adaptively
with densities varying according to the requirement of
the problem is always a welcome choice.
At the present state of knowledge, the work
recorded on adaptive ®nite element analysis under
dynamic loads is limited. Wilson and Joo [1] have
arrived at the ®nal mesh using Ritz vector as the basis
of transformation. In their investigation, the authors
have made use of modal participation and ampli®cation factors and obtained error estimates based on
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Babuska's criterion using ampli®ed Ritz modes. Cook
and Avrashi [2] have discussed the procedure for estimating the discretization error of the ®nite element
modelling as applied to the calculation of natural frequency of vibrations. Meshes are obtained corresponding to each mode. Wiberg and Li [3] have proposed a
post-processed type of posteriori estimates in space and
also in time when direct integration is used for
dynamic response evaluation. It updates the spatial
mesh and time step so that the discretization errors are
controlled. Dutta and Ramakrishnan [4] proposed a
measure for discretization which is a logical extension
of Zienkiewicz and Zhu [5] error criterion by involving
time integration to consider the variation of response
with time. Using this error measure, an adaptive mesh
re®nement strategy is proposed which yields good control over the discretization errors in transient dynamic
analysis. For a chosen number of basis modes satisfying the modal cut-o criteria, an optimal mesh is
attained iteratively wherein meshes are re®ned on the
basis of error indicators so that the discretization
errors are within the prescribed limit, when the modal
superposition method is used. This strategy has been
eectively carried out by Dutta and Ramakrishnan for
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plate and shell bending problems under transient
dynamic loads [6].
In this paper, we have adopted the adaptive strategy
given by Dutta and Ramakrishnan [4] for the accurate
evaluation of contact force under low velocity impact.
The contact problem of a spherical impactor on an isotropic plate is solved using a Hertzian contact law.
Eects of impact velocity and mass of impactor on
space domain discretization errors are investigated.
Similarly, adaptive analysis of contact problems
between a cylindrical impactor with a barrelled end
and an isotropic plate is also studied. Appropriate contact law is assumed for the force±deformation relationship. The well known degenerate shell element by
Ahmad et al. [7] is used for evaluation of response
under dynamic loads. The present study can be easily
extended to composite plates subjected to transverse
low velocity impact, which has been a major issue
due to composite material's weak impact-resistance
properties.

The parameters b and g are constants whose values
depend on the ®nite dierence scheme used in the calculations. Here we used the constant-average acceleration method, which is implicit and unconditionally
stable. For this method b and g are 1/4 and 1/2, respectively. Substituting of Eq. (4) into Eq. (2), we
obtain
K ztDt  q t  Dt;
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where K* is the eective stiness matrix, and
q*(t + Dt) is the eective force vector. These parameters are de®ned as
K 
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2. Finite element equation
The ®nite element model used here is an eight-noded
degenerate shell element [7]. Five degrees of freedom
are speci®ed at each nodal point corresponding to its
three displacements and the two rotations of the normal at the node. The de®nition of independent rotational and displacement degrees of freedom permits
transverse shear deformation to be taken into account,
since the rotations are not tied to the slope of the midsurface. By neglecting damping, the governing
equation of motion can be written as
Mz  Kz  q t:

1

At time t + Dt, Eq. (1) is written as
MztDt  KztDt  q t  Dt;

2

where M is the mass matrix, K is the linear elastic stiness matrix and q is the force vector. In the numerical
integration of the stiness matrix K, a selective integration method is employed. The 3  3 Gaussian rule
is used to compute the stiness coecients for the inplane and bending deformation and the reduced 2  2
Gaussian rule to compute the stiness coecients for
the transverse shear deformation. In the thickness
direction, two Gauss points are sucient to capture
the bending behaviour. The Newmark method is
employed to obtain the solution to this equation.
Accordingly the velocity and acceleration vectors at
time t + Dt are written as
z_ tDt  z_ t  Dtf 1 ÿ gz t  gz tDt g;
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3. Error estimation and adaptive analysis
Error estimation is carried out based on the strategy
adopted by Dutta and Ramakrishnan [4]. In this
method, error at each time step is calculated by comparing element level stresses obtained by ®nite element
analysis and corresponding accurate stresses obtained
by some post-processing technique. In this paper, we
have
used
superconvergent
patch
recovery
techniques [8] for obtaining accurate stresses. In the
recovery process, it is assumed that the accurate nodal
values s* belong to a polynomial expansion s *e of the
same complete order `p' as that present in the basis
function N and which is valid over an element patch
surrounding the particular assembly node considered.
Such a `patch' represents a union of elements containing this vertex node (Fig. 1). This polynomial expansion will be used for each component of s *e to give
se  Pa;

9

where P contains the appropriate polynomial terms
and a is a set of unknown parameters. For an eightnoded quadrilateral element
P  1; x; y; x2 ; xy; y2 ; x2 y; xy2 ;

10

and
a  a1 ; a2 ; a3 ; a4 ; a5 ; a6 ; a7 ; a8 T :

11

The determination of the unknown parameters a in
Eq. (9) is best made by ensuring a least squares ®t of
this to the set of superconvergent points existing in the
patch considered. To do this we minimize
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Fig. 1. Computation of superconvergent nodal values: r Gauss point; . nodal values determined by recovery procedure; w
 patch
assembly point.
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se xi ; yi  ÿ se xi ; yi 2
se xi ; yi  ÿ P xi ; yi a2 ;
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where (xi, yi) are the co-ordinates of a group of
sampling points, n = mk is the total number of
sampling points and k is the number of the sampling
points on each element mi(mi = 1,2, . . . m) of the element patch. The minimization condition of F(a)
implies that a satis®es
n
X

PT xi ; yi P xi ; yi a 

i1

n
X

PT xi ; yi se xi ; yi :
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This can be solved in matrix form as
a  Aÿ1 b;
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where
A

n
X

determined again. Iteration is carried out until the mesh
is an optimal one for the prescribed discretization error
limit Z corresponding to the adopted time step size. An
automatic quadrilateral mesh generator developed by
Sinha and Ramakrishnan [9] has been utilized for adaptively designing the ®nite element meshes. The methodology adopted for the generation of these unstructured
meshes are based on the ideas used in the advancing front
techniques by Peraire and co-workers [10] and paving
techniques by Blacker and Stephenson [11]. A new and
more general formulation, which oers the advantages of
encompassing a whole class of techniques within a single
framework is utilised. It is rule driven, oering ¯exibility
through the incorporated constraints with the possibility
of adaptive modi®cation. Starting from a domain discretized into a polygon having even number of sides, the
average nodal spacing is speci®ed over the domain as
input and the whole domain is meshed by non-overlapping quadrilaterals.

PT xi ; yi P xi ; yi 

i1

and b 

n
X

PT xi ; yi se xi ; yi :
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The unknown vector a as determined for a particular
patch assembly point is used to evaluate the nodal
values s* of the patch assembly point and all other
surrounding nodes in that patch by insertion of appropriate co-ordinates into the expression for s *e . Such
surrounding nodes have been marked . in Fig. 1.
The mathematical basis and details of the domain
discretization error algorithm are described in ref. [4].
The complete procedure of discretization error measure
is given below in algorithmic form Table 1.
Thus, starting with a coarse mesh, discretization errors
at element level x i0 (I = 1, no. of elements) are determined
using the algorithm described above for a reasonably ®ne
value of `Dt'. Mesh is then adaptively re®ned based on
the x i0 values obtained and overall domain discretization
error Z and discretization error at element level x i0 are

Fig. 2. Description of problem.
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Table 1
Algorithm for domain discretization error
(1)
(1.1)

Solve
Mz  Kz  q t
Using Newmark method calculate dynamic response for t = 0, T
{
K zt1  q  t  1;
z t1 
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z_ t1  _z t  Dtf 1 ÿ gz t  gz t1 g:
(1.2) for e = 1, n elements
{
Retrieve ze(t) from z(t)
for j = 1, number of Gaussian point
{
calculate
sejt  DB j ze t ;
j)
calculate smooth stress s *(
e(t)
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Discretization error at element level
For l = 1, n elements
{
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If x i0 < 1 for l = 1, n STOP
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;
x0i f
where f = 1/p for no singularity (p is the order of polynomial used in the ®nite element formulation), and f = 1/l for
elements close to singularity (l is the strength of singularity)
Endif}
Go to step 1
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4. Indentation law

4.1. Contact of a sphere with a plate

When a plate is impacted by a mass, the magnitude
of contact force which results because of the impact is
not known a priori. This contact force needs to be calculated before the plate motion is analysed using
Eq. (5). The evaluation of contact force depends on a
contact law which relates the contact force with the
indentation.

The projectile is modelled as a spherical elastic body
as shown in Fig. 2. During loading and unloading, the
contact force distribution was determined using the
Hertzian contact law. Thus, the contact force F can be
related to the indentation depth a, the distance
between the centre of the projectile's nose and mid-surface of the plate by the expression

Fig. 3. Symmetric quadrant of clamped square plate (a/t = 25) subjected to impact by a sphere at the centre of the plate.
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F  Ka1:5 ;

16

where K is the modi®ed constant of the Hertz contact
theory proposed by Sun et al. [12]
K

4 p
1
r
;
3
 1 ÿ n2s =EI  1=ET 

17

where r, ns, and EI are the local radius, the Poisson's
ratio and the Young's modulus of the impactor, respectively. ET is the Young's modulus of the target.
4.2. Solution procedure
The unknowns in Eq. (5) are the displacement vector
zt + Dt and the force vector q(t + Dt) since the displacement, velocity and acceleration at time `t' are known
at every point inside the plate. To determine these two
unknowns, an additional expression is needed, which is
developed below following the procedure mentioned in
ref. [13].
In the absence of body forces, for a plate initially at
rest, the only concentrated load is the contact force
caused by the impactor. We de®ne a scalar force `f'
which is a point force acting perpendicular to the plate
at the contact point and has a magnitude equal to the
contact force. The contact vector q is then written as
q  fu;

18

u is a unit vector which is equal to ÿ1 in the direction
of the contact force at the point of contact and zero
elsewhere. The displacement vector z is expressed as
the sum of the displacements due to the force h and
the contact force q
ztDt  zhtDt  zqtDt :

19

Thus we can write


K zhtDt  zqtDt  h t  q t  Dt:

20

From Eq. (20) we have
K zhtDt  h t;

21

K zqtDDt  q t  D t:

22

The solution of Eqs. (21) and (22) now proceeds in
two steps. First, the forces h and the displacements zh
are calculated from Eqs. (8) and (21), respectively.
Second, the contact force vector q and the displacement zq are calculated as follows. At time t + Dt,
Eq. (18) is written as
q t  Dt  f t  Dtu:
Eqs. (22) and (23) yield

Fig. 4. Adaptive contact force (point contact) vs time.
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K zqtDt  f t  Dtu:
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where zut + Dt is the displacement caused by the unit

For a unit contact force ( f(t + Dt) = 1), Eq. (24)
becomes

contact force. From Eqs. (24) and (25), it is seen that

K zutDt  u;

zqtDt  f t  DtzutDt :

25

zqt + Dt and zut + Dt are related by

Fig. 5. Eective stress (N/m2) contours of target plate impacted by spherical impactor.
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Eqs. (19) and (26) give
ztDt 

zhtDt

f t

DtzutDt :

27

In Eq. (27), the unknowns are the displacement vector
z and the scalar force `f' at time t + Dt. In order to
®nd these two unknowns, another expression for the
contact force is required. The expression for contact
force during the loading and unloading processes was
given in Eq. (16) earlier.
The indentation depth a varies with time and at time
t + Dt this depth is
tDt

a



dstDt

ÿ

dctDt ;

28

c

d t + Dt is the displacement of the centre of the midsurface of the plate in the direction of the impact.
With the use of Eq. (27), d c can be expressed as
cu
dctDt  dch
tDt  f t  DtdtDt ;

29

d st + Dt is the position of the centre point of the impactor. At time t + Dt, the magnitude of d st + Dt is determined by Newton's second law

dstDt 

tDt
Z
Z tDt

0

0

f
dt dt;
m

30

where `f' is the time varying force and `m' is the impactor mass.
By combining Eqs. (28) and (30), we obtain the following expressions for the contact force:
During loading and unloading
f t  Dt
0tDt tDt
11:5
Z Z
f
ch
cu
 K@
dt dtÿdtDt ÿf tDtdtDtA :
m
0

31

0

The contact force `f' is calculated by Eq. (31) (during
loading and unloading) by Newton±Raphson method.
4.3. Numerical example
an isotropic square steel plate 20 cm long, 20 cm
wide, and 8 mm thick rigidly ®xed on its four edges.
The plate is subjected to an impact induced by a steel ball
of 2 cm diameter to its centre with a velocity of 100 cm/s.

Fig. 6. Symmetric quadrant of clamped square plate (a/t = 25) subjected to impact by a cylinder along central line (parallel to XX)
of the plate.
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A quadrant of the square plate is considered for the
analysis and the adaptive analysis is carried out for a
prescribed domain discretization error limit Z = 5%.
Three analyses are needed to bring the overall domain
discretization error Z near to 5%. The initial mesh
[Fig. 3(a)] has nine elements and the overall domain
discretization error Z = 40.77%. The mesh is then
re®ned based on the local error values and the new
mesh [Fig. 3(b)] has 208 elements with overall domain
discretization error Z = 11.54%. Re®nement is again
carried out and the ®nal mesh [Fig. 3(c)] with 569 elements has Z = 5.44%. In the present paper adaptivity
in spatial domain has been considered only and hence
time step is not adjusted adaptively. But the error in
time domain has been controlled by choosing a suciently ®ne time step of the order of 10 ÿ 4 and it has
been observed that by further reducing to 5  10 ÿ 5,
the variation in the contact force is less than 0.5%.
Fig. 4 shows the plot of contact force vs time corresponding to each of these meshes and it is clear from
the Fig. 4 that the ®nite element mesh in¯uences the
value of the contact force so calculated. Maximum
value of the contact force reduces from 1417.5 N corresponding to mesh 1 [Fig. 3(a)] to 1291.1 N corresponding to the ®nal mesh [Fig. 3(c)]. Maximum plate
displacement at the point of contact increases from
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8.38  10 ÿ 4 to 8.85  10 ÿ 4 cm. The eective stress contours of target plate impacted by spherical impactor at
34 micro seconds (time corresponding to the peak contact force) as shown in Fig. 5 indicates that stress distribution changes with the mesh re®nement. The
eective stress increases near the point of contact and
reduces towards the opposite corner with mesh re®nement. The eective stress increased from 1.11  107 N/
m2 corresponding to mesh 1 [Fig. 3(a)] to 2.27 N/m2
corresponding to mesh 3 [Fig. 3(c)]. Contact period is
also observed to increase by a few micro-seconds as
®ner and ®ner meshes are used. The solutions compare
well with the series solution of Karas and the ®nite element solution as presented in ref. [13].

4.4. Contact of a cylinder with a plate
A Hertzian distribution of pressure is assumed to
act on the plate which is uniform along the length of
the barrelled cylinder. In order to reduce the stress
concentration at the ends, the axial pro®le of the cylinder should be slightly barrelled. The displacement at
the centre of the contact [14] is
d 0; 0 

f
f1:886  ln l=ag;
plE

Fig. 7. Adaptive contact force (line contact) vs time.
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where `f' is the total contact force, `2 l' is the length of
the cylinder in contact, and
r
4fr
1
1 ÿ n21 1 ÿ n22
a
and


;


pE
E
E1
E2

`r' is the radius of the cylinder, E1 and E2 are Young's
modulus of impactor and target respectively and n1
and n2 are Poisson's ratio of impactor and target, respectively. Eq. (32) is considered as the relationship
between indentation depth and contact force for both

Fig. 8. Eective stress (N/m2) contours of target plate impacted by cylindrical impactor.
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Table 2
Discretization error for varying impactor velocities with a
constant mI/mP ratio
Mesh

Impactor
velocity (cm/s)

Domain
discretization error Z

Fig. 3(a)
Fig. 3(a)
Fig. 3(a)

100
200
500

40.73%
42.39%
44.24%

loading and unloading. The same solution procedure
as mentioned earlier is followed here as well and leads
to the expression for contact force during loading and
unloading as
f t  Dt 

plE
1:886  ln l=a

0 tDt tDt
11:5
Z Z
f
cu A
dt dt ÿ dch
@
tDt ÿ f t  DtdtDt
m
0

33

0

4.5. Numerical example
an isotropic square steel plate 20 cm long, 20 cm
wide, and 8 mm thick rigidly ®xed on its four edges.
The plate is subjected to an impact induced by a steel
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cylinder of 2 cm diameter and 6.6667 cm length to its
centre with a velocity of 100 cm/s.
A quadrant of the square plate is considered for the
analysis and the adaptive analysis is carried out for a
prescribed domain discretization error limit Z = 10%.
Two analyses are needed to bring the overall domain
discretization error Z near to 10%. The initial mesh
[Fig. 6(a)] has nine elements and the overall domain
discretization error Z = 48.36%. The mesh is then
re®ned based on the local error values and the new
mesh [Fig. 6(b)] has 280 elements with overall domain
discretization error Z = 10.17%. Fig. 7 shows the plot
of contact force vs time corresponding to each of these
meshes indicating that the ®nite element mesh in¯uences the value of the computed contact force. In this
example, the dierence in the value of maximum contact force corresponding to the coarse and ®ne mesh is
marginal; but the contact durations are quite dierent.
The contours (Fig. 8) showing von Mises stress distribution of a target plate impacted by a cylinder indicate
that the stress pro®le changes substantially as the ®nite
element mesh changes. The eective stress at the point
of contact changes from 1.74  107 N/m2 corresponding to mesh 1 [Fig. 6(a)] to 1.9  107 N/m2 corresponding to mesh 2 [Fig. 6(b)]. The contact duration for
cylindrical impactor problems are smaller compared to
that of spherical impactor problems.

Fig. 9. Contact force (point contact) vs time for dierent impact velocity but ®xed mI/mP.
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Table 3
Discretization error for varying mI/mP ratios with a constant
impactor velocity
Mesh

Ratio of impactor mass
to mass of the plate (mI/mP)

Domain
discretization error Z

Fig. 3(a)
Fig. 3(a)
Fig. 3(a)

0.013
0.037
0.041

40.73%
35.38%
34.26%

5. In¯uence of impactor velocity and mass on space
discretization error
In ref. [15], a study is conducted on composite laminates subjected to low velocity impact to ascertain the
dependence of contact period and contact force on
parameters like velocity of impactor and mass ratio of
impactor to target plate. It is observed that the duration and the shape of the contact force history are
not dependent on the velocity but on the mass ratio. If
the mass ratio is less than one, the number of contacts
between the impactor and laminates occur more than
once; but if the ratio is one or more, the contact occurs
only once. In the same line, a study is conducted to
assess the in¯uence of impactor velocity and impactor

mass on domain discretization error. The impact of an
aluminium ball on isotropic aluminium plate is considered. The geometrical data are the same as the
point contact problem described earlier. The mesh in
Fig. 3(a) is considered for the study. When the velocity
of the impactor is varied keeping the mass of the
impactor unchanged, it is observed that the domain
discretization error slowly increases (Table 2). Hence,
mesh re®nement requirement also increases when velocity of the impactor is increased. Fig. 9 shows the
plot of contact force vs time for dierent impactor velocities with a constant ratio of mass of impactor to
mass of plate (mI/mP). Contact force increases with the
increase in impactor velocity; but contact period
decreases slightly.
The impact of spherical mass on an isotropic plate
with a constant impactor velocity but with varying mI/
mP is considered. The target is an aluminium plate; but
the impactor material is varying. Error estimation for
three dierent cases of mI/mP shows that the discretization error Z decreases with the increase in the ratio of
mI/mP (Table 3) and hence coarser and coarser meshes
would be required. Fig. 10 shows the plot of contact
force vs time for dierent mI/mP ratios with a constant
impactor velocity. Both contact force and contact
period increase with the increase in the ratio of mI/mP.

Fig. 10. Contact force (point contact) vs time for constant impact velocity but dierent mI/mP.
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6. Conclusion
A discretization error measure based on time integrated Z±Z type of error estimate is eectively used.
For a prescribed limit of Z, the optimal mesh is
obtained iteratively. The computed contact forces
change with the change in ®nite element mesh, where
mesh is re®ned nearer the point of application of the
contact force as the stress gradient will be high there.
Discretization error is eected by the parameter like
impactor velocity and ratio of mass of impactor to
mass of plate.
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